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Abstract

Yukawa, Tomonaga, and Sakata memorial archives are explained, and the status of
the project of a Grants-in-Aids for Scientific Research (Kakenhi) performed by the au-
thors in which the study of those archival libraries and making of their databases is given.
Considering the important roles they played in early days of nuclear physics research in
Japan and some administrative works for academic societies under the framework of
Japan Science Council and also some goverment committes, they may contain important
and interesting documents related to the emergence of fusion research in Japan.

1 Introduction

Some historical documents left by Hideki Yukawa, Sin-itiro Tomonaga, and Shoichi Sakata

have been preserved and archived at Yukawa Hall Archival Library (YHAL), YITP, Kyoto

Univ.[1], Tomonaga Memorial Room (TMR), Univ. of Tsukuba[2], and Sakata Memorial
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Archival Library (SMAL), Physics Dept., Nagoya Univ.[3], respectively, which are collectively

refered as memorial archives in this paper hereafter. These three great physicists worked on

very similar fields in physics, namely, theoretical nuclear and particle physics, and also shared

social relations in their academic environment, and therefore it is expected that studying

their archival materials in a unified manner may give abundant information in many aspects

than doing individually. In this context, a grants-in-aid for scientific research (Kakenhi) was

awarded for three years from April 2008 to the project of studying the archival documents

and making the databases of their descriptive data (finding-aids) which were planned to be

made public on completion of the project. In this paper, the status of the project is reported,

and some interesting information about the early stage activities of fusion science research in

Japan in which these three physicists might played key roles.

2 Memorial Archives

This section describes summary of each memorial archives: historical description, quantities,

and some contents of the documents. All of them started to preserve documents after Japan-US

Collaborative workshops held in 1978-1979, by a stimulating suggestion by L. M. Brown notic-

ing importantce of the activities on particle physics pioneers of Japan in the context of science

history of particle physics. The discussion made there will be found in the proceedings[4].

2.1 Yukawa — YHAL

Yukawa’s archives started by looking for documenst of his activities. In addition to the

materials left in his office at Yukawa Hall, large amount of documents were found at Physics

Department building of Scinece Faculty where he kept old documents well back to 1930’s

including drafts memos and letters from Tomonaga on his famous work on the source of nuclear

force, mesotron (π meson). The catalog list of the documents was prepared and published

by R.Kawabe but in 2000 the middle of the work he passed away. After this catalogging

work has been stopped. Originally Kawabe’s catalog was published as a series of articles

in “Soryushiron-Kenkyu 「素粒子論研究」”, and they are bundled in one volume now and

available online[5].

2.2 Tomonaga — TMR

Tomonaga Memorial Archives was founded by donnation from Tomonaga’s family after his

death. The University of Tsukuba started to setup a memorial room dedicated to his achieve-

ment in physics and his career as the former President of its setup a memorial room dedicated
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to his achievement in physics and his career as the former President of its predecessor uni-

versity. By S.Kamefuch and others prepared the room for exhibition of Tomonaga’s historical

documents. After a while, some other documents were added by donnation of some persons

closely related to Tomonaga. The documents were maintained only with a simple list for

internal use, and it has been thought desirable to have a database of documents for long time.

2.3 Sakata — SMAL

Sakata deceased while he was still a professor of Nagoya University. It was planned to

publish a collection of his work and some documents of his work had been collected and kept

in his office. After this the physics department decided to preserve his office and the collected

documents were left untouched and in commemoration of his contribution to physics and the

department of physics, which means that the office functions as an archives of the department

to include not only Sakata’s documents but also other physicists of the department. S.Ogawa

contributed to make catalog list of the documents in two volumes and then he deceased leaving

some parts of the documents unlisted.

3 Database

These are the situations of the memorial archives when the Kakenhi project started. The

project started to look at listed and unlisted documents, and converting into databases with

similar format and structure. To add unlisted documents into database, considering hierarchy

structure inherent to the archival materials, the description started from higer hierarchy level,

collections, down to lower ones, boxes, files (folders), and items. By this principle, overview

of the archival doccuments can be understood first and detailed information may be added

later, if time and resource are available. And the situation when the Kakenhi project finished

has been summarized in a booklet[6].

The database was made using commercial software Filemaker Pro with the structure (field

definitions) conforming with international standards of archival description, such as ISAD(G)

of ICA[7] and, if it must be converted it to online capable form, with EAD[8].

4 Internet Server

For the internet server a candidate is now under serious investigation with free open-software.

It will be soon available for public access[9]. When it is convinced that the server with this

system works fine as expected, it may be possible to add more database contents of other

archives with similar database forms.
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5 Historical Documents of Fusion Research in Japan

It is known that some people started the fusion research at Yukawa Institute, and also

Yukawa was a committee member for Fusion Research of Japan Science Council. There found

some meeting minutes of such committes in the Yukawa memorial archives. Also, Sakata was

disucussing about nuclear power development and once participated a kind of such committes.

It is known that he criticized that enough information were not given to those committees,

and it made him quit as a committee member.

Details and background information of such story may be found if the related documnets

are looked for in these memorial archives and the search is done in not a single but many

archives, some unknown contexts and facts may be revealed.
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